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ABOUT MARISCHA VAN ZANTVOORT
Midway through her Masters in analytical and theoretical chemistry, Marischa van Zantvoort 
decided a career in a laboratory was not her path: “I liked the process to get to the core of what we 
see and think, and the mathematical dimensions in doing so, but I wanted more to be ful! lled,” she 
said. Her career started in information technology and evolved into management consulting. 

“A" er years of ‘project-hopping’ I wanted to pursue a career in industry and began work as a Chief 
Auditor in Philips, to everybody’s surprise, as I wasn’t trained to be an auditor. However, at the 
time, Philips wanted to add the # avour of risk advisory to their audit-function and my experience in 
consulting was what they needed. I enjoyed being in the role of Chief Auditor, as I was permitted to 
get to the bottom of things, which is my primary interest, but this time I combined it with working 
with people, rather than a chromatograph. Thus began ten fantastic years at Philips as Chief 
Auditor, and eventually ! nished as the Chief Commercial O$  cer of Philips’ Healthcare Informatics 
division. It was then that risk management began loudly knocking on my door.’

What motivated you to 
specialise in consulting and risk 
management?

There is an intrinsic motivation to have the 
discipline of risk management add more value 
to business goals and people engagement. 
When you explore this ! eld, two key 
observations emerge. 

One is that consultants in this space could surf 
the waves of law and regulations for decades 
and give companies ways to circumvent those 
statutes. But most companies today recognise 

that risk management cannot be only about 
satisfying regulators. Today’s leaders want 
risk management to focus on better decision-
making in order to lead to improved business 
success. The purpose of risk management 
must go well beyond basic compliance. The 
‘why’ of risk management should not be 
‘managing risks’. It must be about people 
learning to make better decisions and, in so 
doing, contribute to business success. Doing 
that requires a focus on the development of 
people engagement. 

Secondly, we saw the pro! le of risk 
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management, compliance policies, assurance practices and codes of 
conduct expanded a! er the 2008 credit crisis, but to what end? Did 
they prevent Wirecard’s bankruptcy, the devastating explosion at 
the port of Beirut, Boeing’s problems with the 737 Max, or a global 
pandemic? Was somebody in Wirecard aware of false records in 
the Philippines before 1.9 billion Euros evaporated? Were there 
people in Boeing and the FAA who knew about the potentially 
fatal problems with the 737 Max before 346 people died in two 
crashes? Of course somebody knew. They probably even declared 
the risk, but crucially, did the organisations hear, listen and act?

To make a real impact, risk management must be integrated with 
organisational e" ectiveness, but little has been done so far to 
connect these two worlds - and this must change. To drive that 
transformation is at the heart of Magnifor Consulting’s purpose, 
and this is what motivates me every day. 

Risk management in the decade ahead requires a bold, new 
approach that integrates organisational e" ectiveness with human 
resources. Leaders who wish to create a new level of performance in 
their organisations need a risk culture that includes and values all 
workers in the organisation. 

Risk management practices must ensure that the right people see 
risks and opportunities at the right time, enabling teams to act 
with skill and con# dence and extend the boundaries of what is 
possible in their response strategies. That is how an organisation 
builds resilience and remains relevant in the decade ahead.

Risk management technology has seen great 
improvements in the past few years. Are there 
any trends that you are particularly enthusiastic 
about?

Crowdsourcing is a well-known business practice especially in 
the innovation space. It is an extremely e" ective way to tap into 
the knowledge, innovative ideas and insights that people have. 
We bring the proven practice of crowdsourcing to the # eld of risk 
management because risk management is too important to leave to 
the risk management function alone. 

Risk managers are o! en professionals working from headquarters. 
The COVID-19 crisis has further increased their distance from 
the frontline as most of them work from their home o$  ces. They 
cannot be expected to be an always-on radar scanning the emergence 
of risks and opportunities at all levels of the organisation. 

Currently, we see leaders who want to monitor the actual level of 
risk and opportunity. They are not interested in a static picture 
of what risk looked like during the risk-workshop; they recognize 
that view was already outdated the moment they le!  the room.

It is common to misunderstand what crowdsourcing is. It is vastly 
di" erent from an idea box or survey. A few principles apply, but 

let me highlight three. First, it has to be related to speci# c and 
well-de# ned targeted goals. For example, a well-known goal for 
a logistics service company is on time delivery (OTD). You then 
invite people to share the risks and opportunities they see in 
meeting this goal. Secondly, you have to identify your audience, 
and this is where it gets really exciting, as the audience may well 
be outside the organisation. When crowdsourcing is cascaded 
out to subcontractors, suppliers, and customers, the potential 
impact is substantially multiplied. Thirdly, it is critical to include 
recognition and feedback. The real value behind crowdsourcing 
is the engagement you are able to create. Making sure that people 
are recognised for their inputs and given feedback of what was 
appreciated engages them further in the company and its objectives. 
In crowdsourcing, every voice counts and must have an equal 
weight, because no one of us is as smart as all of us.

Why do you feel that organisations should foster 
a risk management culture rather than imposing 
incremental changes? How can this be achieved? 

Creating a risk culture means setting out on a journey that 
utilises compliance and risk registers as tactical supportive risk 
infrastructures, but recognises that behaviours and engagement, 
learning and continuous improvement, and decision-making, act 
as the critical elements of risk culture. Such a journey includes 
both quick wins and more longitudinal interventions. 

Implementation means that all parties must embrace the fact that 
the company must change the way risk committees function and 
that risk managers will have a seat at the executive leadership 
table. It means modifying people-related processes, such as 
training, remuneration, and accountability. It means that project 
managers and business leaders are held accountable for the risk 
and opportunity detection and follow-up in their respective areas. 
Doing this will profoundly and visibly have an immediate impact 
on the culture. 

To operationalise and sustain a risk culture, leaders must translate 
this into process changes throughout the organisation. They must 
also deliberately intervene where it will make a real di" erence, thus 
signalling the behaviours they are encouraging.

Failure to detect risk and to respond in a timely way will lead to 
problems. Currently, companies are tackling risk culture just 
as they do other business challenges. How we perform risk 
management is not a cosmological constant; it must be generated 
and created in the company. 

A myth worth debunking is that having a risk culture means 
avoiding risks. Most companies with a risk culture are likely 
taking more risks than less, or simply preventing them. They are 
comfortable being uncomfortable and embrace risks. They are able 
to do that because of two main reasons. One: they see the threats 
and chances coming their way rather than being surprised by 
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them. And two: they have more insight into the uncertainties that 
accompany risk. With these capabilities they can respond faster to 
early and even weak signals that inform them. They do not need 
to predict the future; they are creating it. It is truly a di! erent 
mindset at all levels of the organisation that makes a risk culture 
sustainable. We call it a Risk Leadership Mindset TM. 

Leaders who seek breakthrough business results must embrace the 
uncomfortable but invaluable truth: most risks and opportunities 
their organisation will register in the coming year are already 
known by somebody in their organisation today. Knowing these in 
their earliest stages gives leaders a head-start in response strategies. 
As William Gibson wrote, “The future is already here, it’s just not 
evenly distributed yet”.

What can you tell us about Magnifor Consulting’s 
Risk Focus™ and what it sets out to achieve for 
clients?

We developed our proprietary system Risk FocusTM to make the 
process of crowdsourcing easy and enjoyable for our clients. Why? 
Because there was nothing available in the market that served these 
goals. So we had to do it ourselves. 

Our cloud-based digital solution Risk-FocusTM supports companies 
in crowdsourcing risks and opportunities. A few simple screens 
in everybody’s pocket will stimulate the sharing of uncertainties, 
potential issues or simply anomalies seen. Risk-FocusTM makes 
organisation-wide sharing easy and fun. Uncertainties are logged 
in less than two minutes, empowering all frontline colleagues to 
contribute. The work" ows enable the integration into companies’ 
business strategy, operations, and compliance processes to drive 
enhanced learning and risk-informed decision making.

It is an always-on radar capturing every risk and opportunity 
relevant to the business goals.

Organisations that are highly reliable and rarely caught o! -guard 
are keenly aware of their failures and always seek to learn from 
them. Most organisations tend to focus on their successes and deny 
or ignore their failures. Highly reliable organisations anticipate 
what could go wrong, how they could go wrong, and dig into the 
small things that have gone wrong. Small failures are viewed as 
early warning signals of deepening trouble and give insight into the 
whole system’s health. If you catch problems early, you have more 
options to deal with them.

A preoccupation with understanding failure is a preoccupation 
with learning. Unfortunately, the overwhelming tendency in most 
organisations is to ignore weak signals. A state of unease preserves 
the capability to see the signi# cant meaning of weak signals and to 
deliver strong responses to weak signals. This results in a mindset 
that continually asks: “What are we overlooking and what else do 
we need to do?”

Risk FocusTM pivots this unease into clearly described uncertainties 
and informed work" ows, enabling the organisation to respond 
in productive ways. The tool automatically aligns uncertainty 
management processes to the speci# c goals of the organisation 
and makes risk and opportunity identi# cation systematic. Risk 
and opportunity analysis is done continuously instead of having 
a static picture quarterly or less.

The result is a dashboard on which management can see the actual 
level of risk and opportunity daily.

It is essential to understand that the system is a means to an end 
and not the goal. The system must be aligned with the company’s 
organisational goals. It allows each individual to raise their 
voice and identify uncertainties with a potential impact on its 
organisation’s objectives.

What di! erences do we see in an organisation a" er 
a Risk Leadership MindsetTM is implemented?

An organisation with a Risk Leadership MindsetTM operates 
radically di! erent from traditional organisations. 

The traditional risk management process is designed to administer 
negatives or hazards, and mitigate them, o$ en a$ er performing 
a root cause analysis. While there is nothing wrong with that 
traditional practice, it is a backwards-looking assessment, making 
it nearly impossible to address the future accurately. These days, 
most organisations also focus on control assurance and actively 
check if controls are adequate and how they can be improved. Again, 
good practice. But the most this will provide to the organisation is 
gradual improvement. 

In a more traditional top-down setting, senior leadership 
determines the risks entered into the risk register. In organisations 
with a Risk Leadership MindsetTM, leadership empowers everybody 
in the organisation to share uncertainties, risks and opportunities. 
This approach adds bottom-up views to the traditional top-down 
approach. 

Secondly, in many organisations, risk registers are updated with 
a frequency that is at best monthly. But risks do not rest, and 
opportunities do not wait, and so it is imperative to ensure the 
risk register is equally alert. At best, windows of opportunities 
close when ignored. In worst-case scenarios, they slip away to the 
competition. Organisations with a Risk Leadership MindsetTM

have an always-on live risk register. Their radar to capture 
uncertainties is never down. 

Thirdly, most organisations cannot learn from the risk environment 
outside their organisation. Risk-FocusTM gives them an extremely 
e! ective tool to expand their views outside the borders of what 
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they traditionally see. 

Fourthly, the risk function in many client environments we engage 
operates from a ‘risk control tower’. With a Risk Leadership 
MindsetTM, insights into risks and opportunities ! ow free and 
in all directions. What becomes crucially important is to actively 
listen to these uncertainties, and thus keep up with the velocity of 
risk and opportunity. 

Finally, rather than looking for someone to blame and having the 
workforce waste energy avoiding that blame, the people in the 
organisation focus their attention on mitigating risks, grasping 
opportunities and learning in order to create radical foresight. The 
ultimate goal is to make better risk-informed decisions at all levels. 
It is not about who was right or wrong, but about the right thing 
to do. 

Our Risk Leadership MindsetTM is a future-focused methodology 
that incorporates the past and present and brings foresight into the 
organisation such that threats and opportunities can be identi" ed 
when change occurs, and the rami" cations understood.

In such organisations, multidisciplinary teams work shoulder-
to-shoulder to understand risks and opportunities and co-create 
solutions. Risk management becomes everybody’s day-to-day. A 
Risk Leadership MindsetTM connects your frontline employees’ 
knowledge about risks and opportunities with the resources, 
expertise, and empowerment needed to act timely.

With countries and multinational companies 
now looking to resume business in the wake of 
the COVID-19 pandemic, how do you anticipate 
the practice of risk management to change in the 
near future?

As we are leaving the COVID-19 crisis behind us, the question 
should not be, “How do we get back to normal?” The question 
must be, “How can we make it better than before?” Many leaders 
are using this moment to re-think, pivot, and re-build; capitalising 
on a rare opportunity to transform their teams and position them 
to thrive, rather than survive, in the decade ahead. 

Risk management is granted the opportunity to make a di# erence 
by guiding companies into the roaring twenties of our times. 

Organisations that fail to embrace modern risk management will 
likely be overwhelmed as the pace of change in the decade ahead 
will accelerate faster and faster. The rate of learning must be faster 
than the rate of change, and that can only be achieved by open and 
inclusive risk and opportunity management practices where every 
voice is heard with equal weight. 

As an example, one need only look at the landmark decision the 
Dutch court has made in ordering Shell to signi" cantly accelerate 
its decarbonisation e# orts. Shell must reduce its net global 
emissions by 45% by 2030 compared to 2019, including those from 
its customers and suppliers. The question to ask is whether Shell 
was truly listening to all voices inside their own organisation and 
outside. Did Shell hear, listen and act? Certainly not in time. The 
Paris Agreement came into e# ect years ago, and the Club of Rome 
alerted the world to the environmental and demographic challenges 
in 1952. In 2021, the unheard and frustrated voices found the judge 
in their court. This decision does not stand on its own, but is the 
start of something much bigger. Only recently did ExxonMobil 
lose board seats to climate activist candidates. Think of the 
accelerated changes Shell suppliers will be forced to make, as well 
as the shipping and storage industry of fossil fuels.

Have you set any goals for yourself and for 
Magnifor Consulting for the remainder of the 
year?

We are very excited to announce in the very near future the inaugural 
session of our Risk Leadership Society. It will be a community of 
practice discussing aspects of risk management, transforming 
culture, and getting to a Risk Leadership MindsetTM. Modernising 
risk management seems simple but may not be easy. Compare it 
to losing weight: eat less, move more. Sounds simple, right? But 
not appreciating the challenges one takes upon his or herself is a 
mistake and may lead to disappointment. Therefore, our intent is 
to team-up like-minded great thinkers who want to push the curve 
of risk management transformation rather than running behind 
the future.

Executives across multiple industries will be invited to explore and 
walk this new talk while sharing experiences, best practices and 
failures in a safe collaborative environment. When you want to go 
fast, go alone – but when you want to get far, go together.
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“In crowdsourcing, every voice 
counts and must have an equal 

weight, because no one of us is as 
smart as all of us.”


